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Abstract—Graph clustering aims to identify clusters that
feature tighter connections between internal nodes than external
nodes. We noted that conventional clustering approaches based
on a single vertex or edge cannot meet the requirements of
clustering in a higher-order mixed structure formed by multiple
nodes in a complex network. Considering the above limitation, we
are aware of the fact that a clustering coefficient can measure the
degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster, even if only a
small area of the graph is given. In this study, we introduce
a new cluster quality score, i.e., the local motif rate, which
can effectively respond to the density of clusters in a higher-
order graph. We also propose a motif-based local expansion and
optimization algorithm (MLEO) to improve local higher-order
graph clustering. This algorithm is a purely local algorithm
and can be applied directly to higher-order graphs without
conversion to a weighted graph, thus avoiding distortion of the
transform. In addition, we propose a new seed-processing strategy
in a higher-order graph. The experimental results show that
our proposed strategy can achieve better performance than the
existing approaches when using a quadrangle as the motif in the
LFR network and the value of the mixing parameter µ exceeds
0.6.
Index Terms—community detection, community search,
higher-order graph clustering, hypergraph clustering, motif clus-
tering.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
In the past decade, graph clustering has become a popular
topic in analyzing the structure of graphs [1]. In a graph or
network, clusters are typically groups of vertices with a higher
probability of connecting to each other than to members of
other groups, although other patterns are possible [2]. Clusters
have many application scenarios in the Internet of Things [3],
including sensor networks [4], vehicular ad hoc networks [5]–
[7], and in-vehicle networks [8]–[10]. Community detection
can be viewed as a problem of graph clustering in which each
community corresponds to a cluster in the graph [11], [12].
In this study, the two notions are interchangeable. Community
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detection algorithms are generally divided into global-based
and local-based community detection [13]–[15]. Global-based
community detection requires knowledge of the entire network
structure, and current networks are too large to change in
real time, such as the World Wide Web [14]. In contrast with
global-based community detection, local-based community de-
tection requires knowledge of only a small area of the relevant
graph of the input node. Consequently, these approaches are
more adaptable to large-scale and real-time changes in a
network and haves a more extensive development space [16].
The input node is known as a seed, and a community search
is a common application scenario in which a given seed finds
its community. Seeds are typically processed to improve the
community quality before the community is identified [17].
Traditional community detection is based on a single vertex
or edge, and it disregards the interactions among vertices,
which are likely to capture social phenomena. These interac-
tions correspond to induced subgraphs of networks that contain
multiple vertices and edges and represent the information
from different interactions among multiple vertices, and this
kind of subgraph is also refered to as a motif [18]. The
motif of a network is crucial to organization of complex
networks [19], [20] and has a wide range of application
scenarios in many fields, such as carbon exchange models in
food chains, resource allocation in the Internet of Things [7],
and analysis of small structures in social networks [21]. The
use of motifs as atomic units in graph clustering is known
as higher-order graph clustering. Similar to traditional graph
clustering, higher-order graph clustering is used to identify
clusters with tighter connections between internal units than
between external units. If the unit is a node, then it is a graph
cluster in the typical sense. Triangles are social and biological
network motifs that play important roles [18], [21], [22]. In
the current study, we use triangles as the main motifs, but to
increase generality, we also use undirected quadrilaterals as
motifs (Figure 1).
M4 M5M3M2M1
M6 M7 triangle quadrangle
Fig. 1. Example of motif M.
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B. Motivation
Benson et al. [23] proposed motif conductance based on
conductance, a cluster quality scoring method, designed to
incorporate higher-order structure and handle edge directions.
However, if no motif exists in the cluster, the motif conduc-
tance cannot accurately reflect the quality of the cluster, as
shown in Figure 2B. We introduce a new cluster quality score,
namely, the local motif rate, which calculates the density of
the motif in a cluster. This score can be used to control the
cluster size by adjusting parameter α. Given a graph G and
a motif M , and under the same parameter α, if the number
of motifs whose nodes are all in cluster C is considerably
higher than that of motifs where only a portion of nodes are
in cluster C, then cluster C has a good (high) score for motif
M . Figure 2A illustrates the concept of the local motif rate,
where the number of M in C is counted, but not the edges.
In this manner, edges that are not in a given motif do not
contribute to the local motif rate.
Higher-order graph clustering can also be classified into
global and local methods. Benson et al. [23], [24] recently used
spectral clustering to complete higher-order graph clustering.
Because this algorithm is based on a global algorithm and is
not suitable for large-scale real-time changing networks, Yin
et al. [12] proposed the motif-based approximate personalized
PageRank (MAPPR) algorithm, which sorts the motif con-
ductance after applying approximate personalized PageRank
(APPR) [25]. The MAPPR considers graph clustering as a
graph partitioning problem. After calculating the number of
occurrences of all nodes in the motif for the entire graph, the
original graph is transformed into a matrix of motif counts.
Each given seed is required to traverse the entire graph that
contains the motif and the graph is divided into two portions:
cluster C and other parts, i.e., it is still required to know the
structure of the entire graph to count the motifs and convert
them to a matrix. Thus, MAPPR is not a purely local method.
In this study, we develop the motif-based local expansion and
optimization (MLEO) algorithm, a purely local method, which
is only required to know the nodes associated with the seed
node instead of the entire network. In addition, Benson et
al. [23] and Yin et al. [12] converted the higher-order graph
into a standard weighted graph and used spectral clustering or
APPR algorithms on this weighted graph, but this conversion
can cause performance distortion [26]. Our algorithm is based
on the concept of local expansion and optimization [16], [27]–
[29], and achieves good performance on higher-order graphs
without transforming it into a weighted graph. This algorithm
can be applied to hierarchical and overlapping community
detection.
The seed strategy is essential in community detection and
community search [13]. In community detection, seeds typi-
cally are selected from important nodes, and the community
gained from these important nodes is usually meaningful. Use
of node degrees to represent the node importance is a common
method. In community search, although the seed is a given
node, the processing of seeds is crucial to improve the quality
of a community [17]. The traditional seed processing strategy
simply takes a given node and its neighbor nodes as the initial
structure, and cannot apply it to higher-order graph clustering.
Yin et al. [12] proposed a strategy that uses the local minimum
of motif conductance as a seed. However, this method merely
focuses on finding better seeds in the entire network and
cannot obtain a good initial structure for any given node.
Therefore it cannot effectively work on community search.
We propose a new motif-based processing strategy that treats
a given node and the motifs with the given node as seeds.
We compare several processing strategies in the networks and
prove that our method is more adaptive to higher-order graphs.
C. Our contributions
In summary, our main contributions are listed as follows.
• A new clustering scoring method known as the called
local motif rate is proposed for higher-order graph clus-
tering. This method determines the quality of the cluster
by calculating the density of the motif in the cluster and
solves the error quality score of motif conductance when
no motif exists in the cluster. Simultaneously, this method
can also react to cluster quality with different particle
sizes of parameter α.
• A new algorithm (MLEO) for higher-order graph cluster-
ing is proposed based on local expansion and optimiza-
tion. This is a purely local algorithm that uses a greedy
approach to find clusters that maximize quality scores on
the higher-order graph, without converting it into a weight
graph, to avoid conversion caused performance distortion.
This algorithm can be applied to directed, undirected, and
overlapping hierarchical networks, and even to a weighted
network with a simple adjustment.
• A new seed processing strategy (motif seed) is proposed
that improves the final community by obtaining an initial
community with better clustering quality scores. Experi-
ments show that this strategy is suitable for higher-order
graph clustering.
II. PRELIMINARY
We formally describe the higher-order graph clustering
problem, and review important concepts in graph clustering.
We also introduce a new cluster quality score, namely, the
local motif rate.
A. Problem statement
Given a graph G, which might be a directed or an undirected
graph, G = (V, E) represents an unweighted graph, and G =
(V, E,W) represents a weighted graph. We define V , E , and
W to represent the node sets, edge sets, and edge weight sets,
respectively. Let vi denote node i, ei j denote the edge from
vi to vj , and wi j denote the weight of node vi to node vj .
Additionally, vi ∈ V , ei j ∈ E , and wi j ∈ W . For any set
X , this study uses |X | to denote its size. The motif M has
k nodes. The objective of higher-order graph clustering is to
find higher-order clusters C1, . . . ,CP with high quality. In this
study, we focus on local higher-order graph clustering, which
uses only local information to find high-quality clusters.
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B. Motif conductance
When the motif is a node, the motif conductance represents
conductance in graph theory, which is a measure of connec-
tivity that uses the remainder of the graph to identify high-
quality clusters, and the score of the cluster is obtained by
calculating the cut ratio [15]. Cut and volume are the bases of
conductance. We define links(Si, Sj) as the sum of the edge
weights between vertex sets Si and Sj .
Cut. The cut of a cluster C is defined as the sum of edge
weights between C and its complemets C:
cut(C) = links(C,C).
Volume. The volume of a cluster C is defined as the sum
of the edge weights between C and V :
vol(C) = links(C,V).
Conductance. The conductance of a cluster is defined as
the cut divided by the least number of the edges incident on
either set C or C:
φ(C) = cut(C)
min{vol(C), vol(C)} .
By definition, φ(C) = φ(C) and lower values indicate higher
cluster quality.
When motif M has multiple nodes, motif conductance is
used to reflect the quality of higher-order clusters. We define
linksM (Si, Sj) as the sum of instances of motif M, where there
are r nodes in set Si and other nodes in Sj , r ∈ [1, k − 1].
Moti f cut. The motif cut of a cluster C is the number of
instances of M with at least one end point (i.e., node) in C
and at least one end point in C:
cutM (C) = linksM (C,C).
Moti f volume. The motif volume of a cluster C is the
number of occurrences for nodes in C, counted over each node
in every instance of M:
volM (C) =
∑
vj ∈C
linksM ({vj},V).
Moti f conductance. The motif conductance of a cluster C
is the ratio of cutM (C) to min{volM (C), volM (C)}:
φM (C) = cutM (C)
min{volM (C), volM (C)}
.
Motif conductance is used to reflect the quality of the
cluster by minimizing the ratio of the motif cut to the motif
volume. As such, cutM (C) is the number of motifs in cut,
which is the unit of motif, and volM (C) is the number of
times that each node in C appears in motif M , i.e., the
number of nodes. The counting units of cut and volume are
inconsistent, and thus certain errors might exist. We offer two
examples of calculating the motif conductance in Figure 2. The
dotted region is a cluster. In Figure 2A, motif conductance
obtains the correct response cluster quality score. In Figure
2B, the corresponding motif conductance value is 3/5, and
no complete motif is found in cluster C. In other words, the
motif should have the worst quality score of 1 for cluster C.
φM = 1/13
 RM = 4/5
φM = 3/5
 RM = 0/3
B
Fig. 2. Steps in calculating motif conductance and local motif rate when
motif M is the triangle and the area enclosed by the dotted line is cluster C.
In A, both methods measure the clustering score. In B, the motif conductance
score is not equal to 1, which is the worst score for cluster C without motif
M.
In addition, φM (C) = φM (C), C is an unconnected graph,
and the obtained φM (C) is meaningless, i.e., it cannot be
used as a quality scoring function to reflect the quality of
clusters in this situation. The volM (C) disregards the atomicity
of the motif in the higher-order graph cluster, i.e., higher-order
graph clustering uses the motif as an atomic unit rather than
a node, which might cause incorrect boundary motifs. Thus,
we introduce a new higher-order cluster quality score.
C. New cluster quality score
In traditional graph clustering, in addition to conductance,
the quality of density metrics is also a method commonly used
to reflect cluster quality. This metric is equal to the ratio of
the sum of intra-cluster weights to the sum of intra-cluster and
inter-cluster weights [2], [14], [30].
Intra-cluster weight. The intra-cluster weight of cluster C
is defined as the sum of edge weights in cluster C:
Win(C) = links(C,C).
Inter-cluster weight. The inter-cluster weigt of cluster C
is defined as the sum of edge weights between C and its
complements C:
Wout (C) = links(C,C).
Relative density. The relative density of cluster C is defined
as the ratio of Win(C) to the sum of Win(C) and Wout (C):
R(C) = Win(C)
Win(C) +Wout (C) .
In this study, we introduce a new cluster quality score, local
motif rate, which reflects the quality of a cluster by measuring
the density of the “atomic unit” motif M in a higher-order
graph.
Number o f intra-cluster moti f . The number of instances
of motif M in which all nodes are in C:
Nin(C) = linksM (C,C). (1)
Number o f inter-cluster moti f . The number of instances
of motif M in which only some of the nodes are in C:
Nout (C) = linksM (C,C). (2)
Local moti f rate. The local motif rate of motif M of cluster
C is defined as the ratio of Nin(C) to (Nin(C) + Nout (C))α:
RM (C) = Nin(C)(Nin(C) + Nout (C))α . (3)
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Parameter α = 1 indicates the relative density of the higher-
order cluster. Parameter α can be used to adjust cluster size.
Compared with motif conductance, the local motif rate
shows the following advantages. 1) The local motif rate
addresses the motif of the higher-order graph as the atomic
unit and does not count the nodes, thereby avoiding repeated
counting when no motif exists in the cluster. 2) The local motif
rate can use a different parameter α to adjust cluster size. As α
increases, the size of a community gradually decreases. From
another perspective, the stability of a cluster can be reflected
by the range of α, i.e., when the range of α in a cluster is
large, then the cluster is stable.
Figure 2 shows two examples of motif conductance and
local motif rate calculations. In Figure 2B, when cluster C
does not include a motif M , the local motif rate is equal to
the worst value (0). If α = 1, then RM (C) ∈ [0, 1], RM (C)
represents the density of C, and values closer to 1 mean better
quality. Hence, higher-order clustering is converted to find a
high RM (C) value of the region.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our algorithm uses local expansion and optimization. This
approach generally relies on a local benefit function that
characterizes the quality of a densely connected subgraph.
In this work, we use the local motif rate, and our method
differs from the usual non-higher-order local expansion and
optimization. Higher-order graph clustering exhibits its own
characteristics and is based on motif M with k nodes. If k − 1
nodes are expanded at one time, then too many combinations
result, which considerably increases the calculation amount. If
only one node is expanded, then the obtained cluster will has
poor quality. In accordance with this feature, complexity and
accuracy are both considered in expanding and optimizing, and
different expansion and optimization methods are proposed.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm Framework
Input: G = (V, E), k node of motif M , seed node v0,
parameters α, β
Output: Motif-based cluster C
1: use the seed-processing strategy: C ← ⋃v0∈Mi Si
2: while checkPhase(G, M, C, α) do
3: C ← expansionPhase(G,M,C, k, α, β)
4: end while
5: return C
Our algorithm is divided into three components. The first
component is the seed phase, which addresses a given node
to obtain the initial community. The second component is the
expansion phase, which uses a clustering fitness function to
expand the nodes to join the community. The third component
is the check phase, which checks whether a node is able to
reduce the cluster score. If such a node exists, then it is deleted.
Algorithm 1 describes the processes of the three phases. The
algorithm framework is explained as follows.
1) Line 1, seed phase (Section III-A). The seed strategy is
used to process the seed node v0, and the initial cluster
C is obtained.
M1
M2
v5
v7
v6
v12
v0
v2
v1
v3
v8
v4
v11
v9
v0 M 
Motif Seed
e07
Fig. 3. Example of dM (v0) and motif seed when the motif is a triangle.
2) Line 2, check phase (Section III-C). The initial commu-
nity C is checked, and the negatively affected nodes are
deleted.
3) Line 3, expansion phase (Section III-B). Cluster C
is continuously expanded until the maximum cluster
quality score is obtained.
In the algorithm, the granularity of a community can be
adjusted by changing the parameter α. When entering or
exiting the expansion phase, a check phase is performed to
determine whether deleting the node can improve the local
benefit function. Additionally, the checking frequency in the
expansion phase is set by parameter β, which is generally
related to the graphical scale. The following subsections
describe the steps of each phase in detail.
A. Seed phase
Seeds are the initial structure of a cluster. In community
detection, the center or important node is typically viewed as
the seed. A node with a high degree is usually the central
node of the network. However, in a higher-order graph, a
simple count of all the edges to a node might fail to re-
flect the importance of a node. In Figure 3, for example,
the degrees of nodes v0 and v1 are 4 and 3, respectively.
However, φM (V\v0) = φM (V\v1) and RM (V\v0) = RM (V\v1),
indicating that v0 is not more important than v1 for a higher-
order graph, even if the degree of v0 is greater that of v1.
The reason for such a finding is that e07 is counted and
not involved in the motif. Simply removing the edges that
do not participate in the motif is not a good solution. For
example, for v2 and v3 in Figure 3, φM (V\v2) < φM (V\v3)
and RM (V\v2) > RM (V\v3). Evidently, v2 is more suitable as
a seed, but the both have equal degree and edge are involved in
the motif. We considered motif clustering from the perspective
of hypergraph [26], [31]–[33], suggesting that the hyperedges
correspond to motifs [26], [33], so it is reasonable to apply the
concept of degree from hypergraph in this study. To distinguish
from the traditional degree, it is known as the M-degree in this
study.
Given a graph G and motif M , the node motif M-degree
dM is the number of occurrences of a node in motif M . The
equation is given as follows:
dM (v0) =
∑
i
1v0∈Mi (v0),
where 1v0∈Mi (v0) is an indicator function for each v0 ∈ Mi .
If the motif is an edge, then the node motif M-degree is the
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traditionally defined node degree. We measure the importance
of the node by counting the motifs instead of the edges. In
Figure 3, dM (v2) and dM (v3) are 4 and 3, respectively, which
correctly reflect the importance of the nodes.
Using a central node or an important node as a seed is a
prudent solution. However, in community search, a community
should be found for any given node. This solution might not
designate a major node as a seed, and the resulting community
might be inaccurate. To improve the results, we propose a new
seed-processing strategy that can handle any node.
If only one node is used as a seed, then the node that
joins at the beginning might be a sparse node. Currently,
the most commonly used method is to select a node and its
neighbor node as seeds [11], [21], [34]. However, this method
might introduce nodes that do not contribute. In Figure 3, for
example, the neighboring seed set of v0 is {v0, v1, v2, v3, v7},
where v7 has no contribution. In local higher-order graph
clustering, we introduce a new seed strategy known as the
motif seed, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1. In graph G, given a vertex v0 and motif M , motif
seed is a motif set that contains node v0. The equation is as
follows:
Moti f Seed =
⋃
v0∈Mi
Mi .
As shown in Figure 3, the motif seed of node v0 is
{v0, v1, v2, v3}. In Algorithm 1, after obtaining the motif seed,
we examine the set and remove several negatively affected
nodes. Notably, the seed in this case is an initial structure
that contains a cluster of nodes and edges and is no longer
a collection of nodes. If we do not specify the original node,
then we use the node with a motif M-degree that is higher
than the original node, and add the motif M that contains the
original node to the seed. We experimentally prove that using
this strategy to select seeds is effective.
B. Expansion phase
Once we obtain the original cluster, we intend to expand the
cluster around this region. The traditional extension method
selects a node from the cluster neighbor nodes to join the
cluster, which can cause the fitness function to obtain the
maximum and positive value until the neighbor node no
longer increases or no neighbor node exists. However, certain
different situations occur in higher-order networks, i.e., they
use the motif as a unit. When only one node is added at
each time, a network is likely to fall into a local pause or no
suitable cluster might be found. Once k−1 nodes are added at
each time, considerable time is required to obtain the optimal
combination.
In this work, we propose a new method based on the
characteristics of multiple nodes in a higher-order network.
In the beginning, we add only one node to the cluster, i.e., we
select a node from the neighbors of the cluster that causes the
fitness function to take on a maximum and positive value to
join the cluster. If all of the joined nodes are negative, then we
consider adding two nodes at a time. We also consider making
the fitness function take on the maximum and positive value
for both nodes. Otherwise, we add more nodes until we obtain
k − 1 nodes. If the fitness function no longer increases or no
neighbor node exists, then the expansion phase is stopped. To
save computing costs, multiple connected nodes are added at
one time.
We use the local motif rate RM as the fitness function. The
equation is given as follows:
RAiM (C ∪ Ai) = RM (C ∪ Ai) − RM (C), (4)
where C represents a cluster. To ensure that the calculation is
not excessively large, Ai denotes a set of respective adjacent
nodes of size i in which at least one node is a neighbor of
cluster C, i ranges from 1 to k−1, and RM (C∪Ai) and RM (C)
represent the local motif rate when the cluster node set is C∪Ai
and C. This equation represents the gain obtained by adding
node set Ai to cluster C, and Ai is added to the cluster to make
the fitness function obtain a maximum and positive value.
To calculate RM (C ∪ Ai), we do not need to recount the
number of motifs each time and can directly use the RM (C)
solution. Only the motif related to Ai should be calculated.
We use Ein(Ai) to represent the number of instances of motif
M between Ai and C,
Ein(Ai) = links(C, Ai). (5)
Eout (Ai) represents the number of instances of motif M
between Ai and C,
Eout (Ai) = links(C, Ai). (6)
In Figure 4A, Ai is {v0}; and Ein(Ai) and Eout (Ai) are the
numbers of blue and green triangles, respectively, i.e., 1 and
2. In Figure 4B, Ai is {v0, v1}; and Ein(Ai) and Eout (Ai) are 3
and 4, respectively. From Eqs. (3), (5), and (6), we can obtain
the following expression:
RM (C ∪ Ai) = Nin(C) + Ein(Ai)(Nin(C) + Nout (C) + Eout (Ai))α . (7)
Nin(C) and Nout (C) have been derived in RM (C), and only
Eout (Ai) and Ein(Ai) are calculated. We can simply prove that
Eq. (7) is established.
Proof: For the number of intra-cluster motifs, according
to Eqs. (1) and (5),
Nin(C ∪ Ai) = linksM (C ∪ Ai,C ∪ Ai)
= linksM (C,C) + linksM (C, Ai) + linksM (Ai, Ai)
= Nin(C) + Ein(Ai) + Nin(Ai).
Given that |Ai | < |M |, i.e., no motif M exists in Ai , Nin(Ai) =
0. The final result is
Nin(C ∪ Ai) = Nin(C) + Ein(Ai). (8)
For the number of inter-cluster motifs, according to Eqs.
(2), (5), and (6),
Nout (C ∪ Ai) = linksM (C ∪ Ai,C ∪ Ai)
= linksM (C,C) − linksM (C, Ai) + linksM (C, Ai)
= Nout (C) − Ein(Ai) + Eout (Ai). (9)
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v0
v1
v0
v1
A B
Ein(Ai)
C∪Ai 
C
Eout(Ai)
Fig. 4. Examples of calculating RM (C ∪ Ai ) when the motif is a triangle
and RM (C) is 4/(4+4)α . A: Add {v0 }, RM (C ∪ A1) is (4+1)/(4+4+2)α .
B: Add {v0, v1 }, RM (C ∪ A2) is (4 + 3)/(4 + 4 + 4)α .
For the local motif rate, according to Eqs. (3), (8), and (9),
we can obtain
RM (C ∪ Ai) = Nin(C ∪ Ai)(Nin(C ∪ Ai) + Nout (C ∪ Ai))α
=
Nin(C) + Ein(Ai)
(Nin(C) + Nout (C) + Eout (Ai))α .
Therefore we only need to recalculate Ein(Ai) and Eout (Ai)
when obtaining RM (C ∪ Ai).
In Figure 4, we provide two examples of calculating RM (C∪
Ai). Nin(C) and Nout (C) are equal to 4, and RM (C) is 4/(4+
4)α. In Figure 4A, Ai is {v0}. From Eq. (5) and (6), we can
only calculate Ein(Ai) and Eout (Ai), which are equal to 1 and
2, respectively, and RM (C∪Ai) is (4+1)/(4+4+2)α. RM (C∪Ai)
is less than RM (C), and thus, Ai cannot be expanded to C. In
Figure 4B, Ai is {v0, v1}. Ein(Ai) and Eout (Ai) are equal to 3
and 4, respectively. We can obtain RM (C ∪ Ai) as (4+ 3)/(4+
4 + 4)α, which is greater than RM (C).
Algorithm 2 expansionPhase
Input: G = (V, E), k node of motif M , cluster C, parameters
α, β
Output: cluster C
1: Initialize: i ← 1, j ← 0, Nin, Nout
2: Set N as a Neighbor set of C
3: while i < k and N is not ∅ do
4: for each v0 ∈ N do
5: Ai ← ∪ir=1vr (vr+1 is neighbor of vr )
6: RAiM (C ∪ Ai) ← RM (C ∪ Ai) − RM (C)
7: R, A← get the maximum RAiM (C ∪ Ai), Ai
8: end for
9: if R ≤ 0 then
10: i ← i + 1
11: else
12: Update C ← C ∪ A, Nin, Nout , N , i ← 1, j ← j + 1
13: if j%β = 0 then checkPhase(G,M,C, α)
14: end if
15: end while
16: return C
We use Algorithm 2 to describe the extension phase, and
the concrete steps are explained as follows.
1) In lines 1 and 2, the variables i and j are initialized to
1 and 0, respectively, where i represents the scale of
Ai and j represents the number of extensions. Nin and
Nout are calculated, and N is established to be a set of
neighbor nodes of C.
2) In lines 4-8, the maximum value of RAiM (C ∪ Ai) and its
corresponding Ai are obtained as R and A, respectively.
To reduce the combination, Ai is a set of neighboring
nodes and |Ai | is i.
3) In lines 9-14, when R is less than 0, the value of
i is increased, i.e., the number of extended nodes is
increased. Otherwise, the cluster C ∪ A is set to C, and
the values of Nin, Nout , N , i, and j are updated. In
line 13, cluster C is checked every β times, which is
an option, and a larger β value can be set to obtain a
shorter time.
C. Check phase
When the nodes in a cluster continue to increase, previous
nodes might have a negative effect cluster quality. To address
the negative impact, the check phase was added. This phase
is similar to the expansion phase, and both aim to increase
cluster quality, but the difference is that nodes are removed in
the latter.
To ensure that the calculation is not too large, our algorithm
only checks a single node, i.e., whether the local motif rate
increases after temporarily removing a node in the cluster.
If the rate increases, then we delete it, and otherwise, we
preserve it. For specific methods, please refer to Algorithm
3. The equation is given as follows:
Rv0M (C − {v0}) = RM (C − {v0}) − RM (C). (10)
Similar to Eq. (7), Eq. (10) can also take advantage of
the results of previous calculations, as long as the motif that
contains node v0 is calculated. The calculation method is
RM (C − {v0}) = Nin(C) − Ein({v0})(Nin(C) + Nout (C) − Eout ({v0}))α , (11)
and the proof is as follows.
Proof: For the number of intra-cluster motifs,
Nin(C − {v0}) = linksM (C − {v0},C − {v0})
= linksM (C,C) − linksM (C, v0)
= Nin(C) − Ein({v0}). (12)
For the number of inter-cluster motifs,
Nout (C − {v0}) = linksM (C − {v0},C − {v0})
= linksM (C,C) + linksM (C, {v0}) − linksM (C, {v0})
= Nout (C) + Ein({v0}) − Eout ({v0}). (13)
For the local motif rate, according to Eqs. (3), (12), and (13),
RM (C − {v0}) = Nin(C − {v0})(Nin(C − {v0}) + Nout (C − {v0}))α
=
Nin(C) − Ein({v0})
(Nin(C) + Nout (C) − Eout ({v0}))α .
Therefore, Eq. (11) is established.
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Algorithm 3 checkPhase
Input: G = (V, E), motif M , cluster C, parameters α
Output: The Boolean value that cluster C whether to change
1: Initialize: result ← f alse
2: for each v ∈ C do
3: if |C|=1 then reutrn result
4: RvM (C − {v}) ← RM (C − {v}) − RM (C)
5: if RvM (C − {v}) > 0 then
6: C ← C − {v}
7: result ← true
8: end if
9: end for
10: return result
D. Time complexity analysis
We analyze the time complexity of the MLEO algorithm.
Given a graph, n nodes, m edges, and the degree of each
node is d = {d1, · · · , dn}, where the maximum degree is dmax .
For Algorithm 2, when maximizing the fitness of neighbors,
the time complexity of sorting them is d1 log d1. Subsequent
extensions only consider the insert sequence. In the worst case,
the remaining n − 1 nodes are added to the cluster, which
is
∑n
i=2 log di . For the motifs of k nodes, the result must be
multiplied by k − 1. Using simple scaling calculations,
(k − 1)d1 log d1 + (k − 1)
∑n
i=2
log di
≤ kdmax log dmax + k(n − 1) log dmax
≤ k(2n − 1) log dmax .
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(knδ log dmax), where δ
is the complexity of finding a motif. Furthermore, the com-
plexity of Algorithm 1 is O(kn2δ log dmax). The complexity of
MAPPR is O(δall+m log4 m/φ2), where φ is conductance, and
δall represents the cost of constructing W, which must identify
the motif of the entire graph, but our method only needs to
identify the relevant region. The problem of identifying motifs
and counting them is a highly challenging task, and it is
NP-complete [35]. Many studies focus on quickly identifying
motifs in the network [36]–[38].
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In Section IV-A, we discuss the evaluation metrics. In
Section IV-B, we introduce the dataset in the experiment. In
Section IV-C, we evaluate the MLEO algorithm in directed and
undirected networks. In a directed network, we set α = 1 and
use a variety of motifs to determine the degree of clustering
to the local motif rate. In an undirected network, we use F1,
recall, and precision as measures.
In Section IV-D, we use each node in the network as the
original seed and compare different seed strategies. Simultane-
ously, we count the clustering results that correspond to differ-
ent node motif M-degrees. In Section IV-E, we use different α
values to find clusters of different sizes, which proves that the
proposed algorithm is also feasible for hierarchical clustering.
A. Evaluation metrics
In using our proposed evaluation metrics local motif rate
to evaluate the degree of clustering, we also adopt the uni-
versal evaluation metric F1 to evaluate ground truth clusters.
Formally, given C and C ′ as two arbitrary clusters in the same
network, the F1 score of C in matching with C ′ is defined as
follows;
F1 =
2 × precision(C,C ′) × recall(C,C ′)
precision(C,C ′) + recall(C,C ′) ,
where precision(C,C ′) = |C∩C′ ||C | and recall(C,C ′) = |C∩C
′ |
|C′ | .
F1 is frequently used in supervised learning; however,
the matching of clusters in unsupervised learning is more
complicated. When we focus on the evaluation of a cluster,
i.e., the performance evaluation of a cluster Ci with the ground
truth cluster set C ′ = {C ′1, · · · ,C ′Q}, we divide the F1 score
into a maximum matching F1−max and an average matching
F1−ave.
F1−max(Ci,C ′) = maxj:1→Q F1(Ci,C ′j),
F1−ave(Ci,C ′) = averagej:1→Q,Ci∪C′j,∅F1(Ci,C ′j).
F1−max and F1−ave are both in [0, 1]; the closer to 1, the
better the result. F1−max calculates the F1 score that matches
the cluster best in the result set, whereas F1−ave calculates
the average F1 of all the sets that intersect with the ground
truth clusters. In the experiment, we obtain the average of the
F1 that correspond to clusters C = {C1, · · · ,CP}, including
F1−max and F1−ave, which are calculated as follows:
F1−max(C,C ′) = 1P
P∑
i=1
F1−max(Ci,C ′),
F1−ave(C,C ′) = 1P
P∑
i=1
F1−ave(Ci,C ′).
B. Dataset
Several different real network datasets from the Stanford
Network Analysis Project [40] are used in the experimen-
tal comparison, including 4 ground-truth community undi-
rected networks, i.e., com-dblp, com-amazon, com-youtube
and com-lj, and 6 directed networks, i.e., Florida-bay, C-
elegans-frontal, Email-Eu-core, Cit -hepPh, Soc-Slashdot0811
and Web-Stanford. The details of each network are shown in
Table I.
The LFR [41] is a model for generating benchmark datasets
to synthesize the network. The LFR benchmark network
has been widely adopted and supplies researchers with the
flexibility to control network topologies by adjusting different
parameters. An important parameter in this model is the
mixing parameter µ. In the LFR model, each node shares
a fraction 1 − µ of its links with the other nodes of its
community and a fraction µ with the other nodes of the
network. Therefore, if the value of µ is closer to 1 in the
benchmark network, then it is more difficult to distinguish
the community. We synthesize different networks by changing
the mixing parameters and fixing other parameters. The fixed
parameters including the number of nodes n is 10000, the
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TABLE I
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE REAL NETWORK IN THE EXPERIMENT [39].
Name Type Nodes Edges Description
Com-dblp Undirected, Communities 317080 1049866 DBLP collaboration network
Com-amazon Undirected, Communities 334863 925872 Amazon product network
Com-youtube Undirected, Communities 1134890 2987624 Youtube online social network
Com-lj Undirected, Communities 3997962 34681198 LiveJournal online social network
Florida-bay Directed 128 2106 Florida Bay food web
C-elegans-frontal Directed 131 764 Frontal neuronal connections in C. elegans
Email-Eu-core Directed 1005 25571 E-mail network
Cit-HepPh Directed 34546 421578 Arxiv High Energy Physics paper citation network
Soc-Slashdot0811 Directed 77360 905463 Slashdot social network from November 2008
Web-Stanford Directed 281903 2312497 Web graph of Stanford.edu
TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MLEO ALGORITHM AND THE MAPPR ALGORITHM, WHERE THE MOTIF IS A TRIANGLE. BOTH ALGORITHMS USE
RANDOMLY SELECTED SEEDS. A TOTAL OF 100 COMMUNITIES WITH MORE THAN 50 NODES ARE CONSIDERED AND F1−ave IS COMPARED.
Networks |V| |E| |C| F1−ave precisionave recallave(size > 50) MAPPR MLEO MAPPR MLEO MAPPR MLEO
com-dblp 317K 1.05M 100 0.167 0.224 0.197 0.666 0.225 0.155
com-amazon 335K 926K 100 0.648 0.684 0.838 0.924 0.555 0.587
com-youtube 1.13M 2.99M 100 0.232 0.331 0.270 0.371 0.303 0.430
com-lj 4.00M 34.7M 100 0.251 0.330 0.182 0.266 0.556 0.536
TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MLEO ALGORITHM AND THE MAPPR ALGORITHM, WHERE THE MOTIF IS A TRIANGLE. BOTH ALGORITHMS USE
RANDOMLY SELECTED SEEDS. A TOTAL OF 100 COMMUNITIES WITH MORE THAN 50 NODES ARE CONSIDERED AND F1−max IS COMPARED.
Networks |V| |E| |C| F1−max precisionmax recallmax(size > 50) MAPPR MLEO MAPPR MLEO MAPPR MLEO
com-dblp 317K 1.05M 100 0.406 0.603 0.314 0.748 0.853 0.618
com-amazon 335K 926K 100 0.940 0.960 0.914 0.951 0.982 0.976
com-youtube 1.13M 2.99M 100 0.440 0.500 0.390 0.465 0.711 0.744
com-lj 4.00M 34.7M 100 0.459 0.529 0.318 0.391 0.991 0.964
average degree is 30, the maximum degree is 50, and the
community size ranges from 50 to 500.
C. Recovering communities in networks using MLEO
We compare the MLEO and MAPPR algorithms on real
networks with the ground truth communities. We analyze the
ground truth community on several well-known networks,
including com-dblp, com-amazon, com-youtube, and com-
LiveJournal. For each network, we use a triangle (shown in
Figure 1) as a motif and randomly select nodes as seeds
to examine 100 communities with more than 50 nodes. The
experimental data sets and results are presented in Tables
II and III. The experimental results demonstrate that our
algorithm performs better in terms of F1 and precision with
the ground truth community in these networks than MAPPR,
and its recall is also competitive.
We also examine different motifs in several directed real
networks and randomly select 50 seeds from the network to
obtain the average local motif rate (without special expla-
nation, the following experiment generally sets α to 1) of
the community. The datasets include Florida-bay, C-elegans-
frontal, email-Eu-core, cit-HepPh, soc-Slashdot0811, and web-
Stanford. The results are shown in Table IV. There is no
M4 in the Florida-bay network, and thus, it is indicated by
a horizontal line.
The references [23], [26] offer some selected interesting
experiments on Florida Bay. To further demonstrate our al-
gorithm, we search for higher-order graph clustering of the
Florida-bay food web, which represents the carbon exchange
in Florida Bay. In this work, we use M7 as the motif, i.e.,
we examine the clustering of this carbon exchange pattern in
this network. As shown in Figure 5A, a total of 57 nodes,
including M7, are grouped into 5 clusters. To illustrate the
result clearly, we use Figure 5B to represent the purple clusters
in Figure 5A. This higher-order cluster shows that Eels and
Lizardfish eat each other, and they are food for several animals.
Nodes 100 (Loon), 103 (Comorant), 110 (Predatory Ducks),
111 (Raptors) are overlapping nodes of the purple and green
communities. These animals can both prey on fish and have
more food sources on the shore.
D. Obtaining good seeds
We use several motifs to compare different seed strategies
under different µ LFR and real networks, including origi-
nal seeds, neighbor seeds, and motif seeds. The results are
presented in Figure 6 and Table V. Overall, the motif seed
is better. However, when we use a triangle as a motif in
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TABLE IV
RANDOMLY SELECTED 50 NODES FROM THE REAL NETWORK AS SEEDS TO OBTAIN THE AVERAGE LOCAL MOTIF RATE (α = 1) OF THE COMMUNITY,
WHERE THE MOTIF IS M1 −M7 .
Networks |V| |E| Local Motif Rate
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7
Florida-bay 128 2106 0.943 0.766 1.000 − 0.662 0.706 0.692
C-elegans-frontal 131 764 0.928 0.781 0.733 0.850 0.415 0.523 0.652
email-Eu-core 1005 25571 0.492 0.322 0.404 0.445 0.346 0.300 0.362
cit-HepPh 34546 421578 0.943 0.935 0.992 1.000 0.392 0.758 0.774
soc-Slashdot0811 77360 905468 0.695 0.329 0.227 0.326 0.240 0.265 0.292
web-Stanford 281903 23124907 0.889 0.703 0.896 0.884 0.441 0.829 0.560
TABLE V
SEED STRATEGY ON REAL NETWORKS. OS, NS, AND MS REPRESENT ORIGINAL SEED, NEIGHBOR SEED, AND MOTIF SEED.
Network
F1−ave F1−max
Triangle Quadrangle Triangle Quadrangle
OS NS MS OS NS MS OS NS MS OS NS MS
com-dblp 0.224 0.181 0.182 0.234 0.271 0.297 0.603 0.549 0.562 0.453 0.509 0.538
com-amazon 0.684 0.703 0.705 0.490 0.574 0.582 0.960 0.960 0.966 0.907 0.907 0.909
A
15
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19
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24 25
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29
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
43
44
47
48
49
50
52
54
59
60
61
65
75
76
86
89
90
91
95
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
110
111
116
120
122
123
126
127
Lizardfish      59
Eels     61
100   Loon
102   Pelican
103   Comorant
110   Predatory Ducks
111   Raptors 
116   Crocodiles
B
Fig. 5. M7 is used for higher-order graph clustering of the Florida-bay food web. A: 57 nodes containing motif M7. The algorithm finds 5 clusters and uses
different colors for representation. B: Clear illustration of the purple community in A.
com-dblp, the original seed exhibits better community effect.
We hypothesize that this result is related to seed size and
community size. The size of the community that the neighbor
seed or motif seed has obtained is two to three times that of
the original seed. In synthetic networks, when triangles are
used as motifs, motif seed and neighbor seed exhibit similar
effects and are superior to the original seed. Considering the
special nature of triangles, the resulting motif seed is a subset
of the neighbor seed. We use a quadrangle (as shown in
Figure 1) as the motif. The results indicate that the motif
seed is similar to the neighbor seed when µ is less than or
equal to 0.45. However, when µ is greater than 0.45, the
effect is considerably better than that of the neighbor seed.
We speculate that the motif seed is more effective than the
neighbor seed in the case of more complex incomplete graphs
because finding complex motifs is a complicated problem
itself. We plan to complete this experiment in the future.
We use triangle and quadrangle as motifs, and adopt the
original seed strategy for all nodes in several LFR models; that
is, we do not process the seeds and use the MLEO algorithm
directly for each node. We calculate the distribution of nodes
with different M-degrees and the average local motif rate and
F1. The result is shown in Figure 7. Using a triangle as the
motif, as shown in Figures 7A and 7B, the trends of the local
motif rate and F1 are highly similar and even notably close at
many values. In Figures 7C and 7D, quadrilaterals are used as
motifs, and although the local motif rate and F1 values are not
close to each other, their trends and shapes are highly similar.
In other words, our local motif rate can reflect the clustering
results to a certain extent.
In Figure 7, the overall trend of F1 increases with an
increase in M-degree and decreases locally. In Figure 7A,
when the M-degree is 2, the value of F1 is notably high,
which is equal to 1, but there is only one such point. We use
the other nodes in this cluster as seeds, and the experimental
results show that most of the clusters have an F1 value equal
to 1.
E. Adjusting α to discover communities with different sizes
To demonstrate that our algorithm can be applied to hier-
archical clustering, we test it on a synthetic network with a
built-in hierarchical community structure. We use a benchmark
similar to the Andrea Lancichinetti [27] benchmark, which
is a simple extension of the classic benchmark proposed by
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Fig. 6. Results of using different seed strategies in the LFR model. For each
data set, 100 original seeds are randomly selected using different strategies.
A: When a triangle is used as the motif, the motif seed and neighbor seed
exhibit similar effects and are better than the original seed. B: The motif seed
and neighbor seed are better than the original Seed, where the motif seed is
the same as the neighbor seed when µ is less than or equal to 0.45, but when
the value of µ is larger, the motif seed effect is considerably better than that
of the neighbor seed.
Girvan and Newman [42]. There are a total of 512 nodes,
including 4 groups of benchmark data proposed by Girvan
and Newman, with each group containing 128 nodes, which
are divided into 4 communities, i.e., 32 nodes per community.
We simply expand the data such that the edge density between
the two sets of data is greater than that of the other two sets,
as shown in Figure 8.
In the preceding network, a seed is selected and a triangle
is used as motif. We change parameter α, use the MLEO
algorithm for clustering and subsequently observe the change
in cluster size with parameter α. The result is shown in Figure
9. We also apply the algorithm to synthetic and real networks.
The result is shown in Figure 10. As α increases, the average
cluster size decreases. Our algorithm can find clusters with
different sizes after adjusting parameter α. In Figure 9A, we
increase the value of α with an increment of 0.01. With the
increases in parameter α, the size of the cluster gradually
decreases. To observe the changes further, we reduce the
spacing and set it to 0.001, as shown in Figure 9B. After
the spacing is decreased, we determine that the range of the
α values corresponds to different sizes of clusters. When α
is within the range of 0.15 to 1.52, the cluster size is 32,
and its range is relatively large, thereby indicating that the
community structure is relatively stable, which is consistent
with the network proposed by Girvan and Newman. Proving
the stability of a community structure still remains an open
question, and we plan to investigate it in a future study.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose the local motif rate to improve the
density of motifs in a cluster for higher-order graph clustering.
Compared with motif conductance, this rate is superior in
Fig. 7. Distribution and clustering results at different M-degrees. Triangles
and quadrilaterals are used as motifs for clustering under several different
LFR networks. In the four graphs, 1 denotes the distribution of M-degrees,
and 2 denotes the average of the clustering results that correspond to all nodes
as seeds in the M-degree.
Fig. 8. Expansion of the 4 Girvan and Newman benchmark networks into a
hierarchical network with 512 nodes.
measuring the degree of clustering in a local area. The experi-
mental results show that our proposed method exhibits similar
trends and shapes in terms of F1 values and can respond to the
degree of higher-order graph clustering. The local motif rate
allows us to adjust the parameter α and control the size of a
cluster. This approach can be applied to hierarchical clustering.
Additionally, clustering stability can be estimated by adjusting
the range of parameter α that corresponds to cluster size.
Furthermore, we propose a new seed strategy known as
the motif seed. This type of seed strategy selects neighboring
nodes directly as seeds when the complete graph is used as a
motif, and our seed strategy works better when the incomplete
subgraph is used as a motif. The current notion states that a
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Fig. 9. Cluster size changes with parameter α under the MLEO algorithm
when a triangle is used as the motif. A: The value of parameter α ranges
from 0.01 to 2, and the distance is 0.01. B: The value of parameter α ranges
from 0.001 to 0.2, and the pitch is 0.001.
Fig. 10. Cluster size changes with parameter α in synthetic and real networks
when a triangle is used as motif.
node with a higher degree can be used as a seed to obtain
a better community, and thus, we compare the experimental
findings under different M-degrees, showing that selecting
nodes with a higher M-degree as seeds is more likely to
achieve robust clusters.
In addition, we apply the concept of local extension op-
timization to higher-order graph clustering and propose an
MLEO algorithm. This algorithm is a purely local method, and
thus, it has no need to recognize the information of the entire
network and can avoid the distortion caused by conversion to a
weighted graph. In the experiment of directed and undirected
graphs, we prove that the performance of MLEO can meet
the standard of higher-order clustering. Higher-order graph
clustering has a wide range of application scenarios. We
can further compare the clusters with different motifs in the
network to determine which collaboration model can achieve
more extensive cooperation in scientific research.
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